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Abstract
Conversational explanations are a novel and promising means to support users’ understanding of the
items proposed by a recommender system (RS). Providing details about items and the reasons why they
are recommended in a conversational, language-based style allows users to question recommendations
in a flexible, user-controlled manner, which may increase the perceived transparency of the system.
However, little is known about the impact and implications of providing such explanations, using for
example a conversational agent (CA). In particular, there is a lack of datasets that facilitate the imple-
mentation of dialog systems with explanatory purposes in RS. In this paper we validate the suitability
of an intent model for explanations in the domain of hotels, collecting and annotating 1806 questions
asked by study participants, and addressing the perceived helpfulness of the responses generated by an
explainable RS using such intent model. Thus, we release an English dataset (ConvEx-DS), containing
intent annotations of users’ questions, which can be used to train intent classifiers, and to implement a
dialog system with explanatory purpose in the domain of hotels.
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1. Introduction

Providing explanations of the rationale behind a recommendation can bring several benefits
to recommender systems (RS), by increasing users’ perception of transparency, effectiveness,
and trust [1]. Although most explanations in RS are presented statically (i.e., using a fixed
display in a single step), recent work has shown that providing interactive options for obtaining
explanatory information can positively influence users’ perception of RS [2]. Interactive options
in explanations allow users to take control over the desired level of detail of the explanatory
information, by means of a two-way communication, where users can indicate to the system
the most relevant aspects on which explanations should focus. However, these possibilities are
mostly limited to click-based options. Another kind of interactive approach to explanations is
the conversational approach, in which users can express their questions in their own words.
However, this has been, so far, much less explored.

While conversational approaches have already gained some attention in explainable artificial
intelligence (XAI), and formal models of conversational explanations have been proposed to
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this end [3, 4, 5], little is known about the type of explanation-related questions users would ask
to a RS. Although several datasets exist that support the development of dialog and question-
answering (QA) systems, these are generally focused on open domain-search (e.g. [6, 7]), or
specific processes such as flight or hotel booking, without a focus on explanatory interaction
as such. In particular, and to our knowledge, there are no publicly available datasets intended
to support the development of an explanatory dialog system for RS, specifically, there are as
yet no datasets for detecting the user’s intent expressed in a question. We therefore collected
1806 questions that users asked to a RS and annotated them with intents according to an
intent classification scheme developed for this purpose by [8]. The dataset contains questions
about hotel recommendations and supports machine-learning based intent classification for
explanatory conversational agents (CA).

Query intents are often characterized by means of intent classification schemes, which usually
involve multiple dimensions (e.g. [9, 10]). This approach can facilitate the implementation of
automatic intent detection procedures (i.e. those allowing to identify what information a user
desires [10], so a proper answer can be generated), since detection can be solved by splitting
the task into several less complex text classification tasks, one per each dimension. However,
to implement text classifiers based on the intent model of [8], we still faced a challenge: even
though some existing datasets could be useful for classifying values of the proposed dimensions
(e.g. comparison or assessment), some relevant dimension values (or classes) are not annotated
in those datasets, as discussed in depth in section 2.4.

We extend previous work of [8], who collected a small set of 82 human-generated questions
about recommended items through a Wizard of Oz (WoOz) study. Their proposed model
addresses two entities: hotel and hotel feature, and two main intent types: system-related intents
(related to the algorithm, or the system input) and domain-related intents (related to hotels
and their features). In turn, the domain-related type consists of the following dimensions, with
several values each: comparison (a question could be comparative or not), assessment (whether
question refers to facts, to a subjective evaluation or the reasons why an item is recommended),
detail (whether the question refers to a single aspect or to the entire item), and scope (whether
the question is about a single item, several items, or to the whole set of recommendations). The
authors argue that an intent can be considered as a combination of values of these dimensions,
and that reasonable answers can be generated when using such a scheme. For instance, the intent
expressed by “Why are the rooms at Hotel X great?” would be: non-comparative (comparison) /
why-recommended (assessment) / aspect (detail) / single (scope); and in consequence - assuming
a review-based explanation method -, a possible answer could be: “because 96% of opinions
about rooms are positive”.

Given that the dimension-based intent model [8] was derived on a very small data set, it
is still necessary to evaluate the validity of this proposal on a larger scale, i.e., the extent to
which the model is able to accurately represent user intents given a larger set of questions.
In particular, as an indirect measure of validity, we set out to evaluate perceived helpfulness
of the responses generated by an RS implementing the intent model, under the assumption
that if the system has adequately recognized the user’s intent, it is able to generate a response
that approximates the user’s information need, and thus be considered, to some extent, helpful.
Therefore, in this paper we aim to answer: RQ1: How valid is the dimension-based intent model
proposed by [8], when taking into account a larger number of user-generated questions?



To this end, we collected a corpus of 1806 questions, and evaluated the perceived helpfulness
by users of the answers generated by the system we implemented for this purpose. Additionally,
we annotated the intent of the collected questions, using guidelines inspired by the intent model
definition. Our aim was twofold: 1) to train classifiers with a view to future developments and
further empirical validation of the conversational approach, and 2) to further validate whether
the intent model could generalize to a larger scale. More specifically: RQ2: To what extent the
collected questions could be consistently classified by human annotators?

To answer this question, we calculated inter-annotator agreement and assessed the pattern
of questions where agreement was low, as well as particular observations that arose during the
annotation process (detailed in section 4).

Finally, we consolidated the intent gold standard for each question, and validated the perfor-
mance of intent detection procedures trained using the final annotated corpus. More specifically:
RQ3: To what extent does the intent classification perform better when trained on our annotated
dataset, compared to the auxiliary datasets we used during corpus collection?

To answer our research questions, we implemented an explanatory RS, which could interpret
user queries and provide answers based on the underlying RS algorithm used ([11]), and text
classifiers for the different dimensions, based on the state-of-the-art natural language processing
(NLP) model BERT [12]. These classifiers were initially trained on auxiliary datasets that could
be useful for detecting certain (but not all) dimension values (as detailed in section 3.1). We then
conducted a user study aiming both to collect a large number of user queries, and to evaluate the
perceived helpfulness by users of system generated answers. Details of system implementation
and corpus collection procedure are addressed in section 3. Finally, the contributions of this
paper can be summarized as follows:

• We release ConvEx-DS 1 (Conversational Explanations DataSet), consisting of 1806
user questions with explanatory purpose in the domain of hotels, with question intent
annotations, which can facilitate the development of explanatory dialog systems in RS.

• We implemented a RS that generates answers to these questions, and tested the user-
perceived helpfulness of system generated answers.

2. Related work

2.1. Explanations in RS

Providing explanations for recommended items can serve different purposes. Explanations may
enable users to to understand the suitability of the recommendations, to understand why an item
was recommended, or they may assist users in their decision making. Among the most popular
approaches are the methods based on collaborative filtering (e.g. “Your neighbors’ ratings
for this movie” [13]), as well as content-based methods that allow feature-based explanations,
showing users how relevant item features match their preferences (e.g. [14]). On the other
hand, review-based explanations usually show summaries of the positive and negative opinions
about items (e.g. [15, 16, 17]). Our work is related to the latter approach, and our implemented

1ConvEx-DS can be downloaded at https://github.com/intsys-ude/Datasets/tree/main/ConvEx-DS
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system uses the explanatory RS method proposed by [11], to generate both recommendations
and explanations, based on ratings and customers’ opinions.

2.2. Interactive and conversational explanations

In contrast to static approaches to explanations (which are dominant in RS and XAI overall
[18]), interactive approaches seek to provide users with greater control over the explanatory
components [2, 19], so that a better understanding of the reasons behind the recommendations
can be achieved.

Moreover, conversational approaches to explanations take into account the social aspect of
this process [20], where “someone explains something to someone” [21], through an exchange of
questions and answers between the user and the system, as would occur in a human conversation.
To this end, formal specifications and dialogue models of explanation (e.g. [3, 22, 5]) have been
proposed as a theoretical basis for designing conversational explanations in intelligent systems.
However, due to lack of sufficient empirical evaluation of such approaches [20, 4], it is still
unclear how conversational explanatory interfaces should be conceived and designed in RS.

Recently, and inspired by dialog models of explanation [23], [8] proposed a dialog management
policy and an user intent model, to implement a CA for explanatory purposes in a hotel RS. Our
work builds on this model, and we extended this work by evaluating the intent model validity
on a larger scale. While the prior work was based on the Wizard of Oz (WoOz) method for
collecting user questions followed by explanations given by the experimenter, resulting in a
set of 82 questions, in the present work we implemented a system to automatically generate
answers, which allowed us to collect a larger number of questions (1806).

2.3. Intent detection and slot filling

We developed an RS system able to reply automatically to users’ questions as part of an ex-
planatory conversation. To this end, we set our focus on the natural language processing (NLP)
tasks: intent detection and slot filling, key tasks for the development of dialog systems. Intent
detection seeks to interpret the user’ information need expressed through a query, while slot
filling aims to detect which entities - and also features of an entity - the query refers to. The
idea behind the intent concept is that user utterances within a dialogue can be framed within a
finite and more limited set of possible dialogue acts. The most common approach for intent
representation, in the open-search domain, is intent classification [10], that is, a query can be
categorized according to a classification scheme, consisting of dimensions or categories, and
their possible values, as in [9, 10]. The intent model by [8], on which we base our work, falls
within this type of representation.

A large body of previous work has addressed the task of intent detection, both for open
search domains (see [24, 10]) and task-oriented dialog systems, for processes such as flight
booking, music search or e-banking, e.g. [25, 26, 27]. Methods proposed to solve these tasks
range from conventional text classification methods, to more complex neural approaches, based
on recurrent neural networks, attention-based mechanisms and transfer learning, to solve
the intent detection and slot-filling tasks, both jointly and independently, and to extend the
solutions to new domains. Since an in-depth comparison of the different approaches is beyond



the scope of this paper, we refer readers to the survey on this matter by [28].
In particular, our work is related to the text classification approach, which leverages the

representation of possible intents according to a classification scheme. According to this
approach, the difficult task of intent detection can be divided into smaller text classification
tasks, to detect the class that best represents a sentence according to each dimension. For this
purpose, we implemented text classifiers using the state of art natural language processing
model BERT [12]. As for the slot-filling task, and in line with [29], we solve it as a named entity
recognition (NER) task. In our case, the entities to be recognized correspond to the names of
the hotels about which the questions are asked. For this purpose, we use the NLTK toolkit [30].

2.4. Datasets for Intent detection

Benchmarking of intent-detection tasks is usually based on prominent datasets like ATIS [25]
(Airline Travel Information System, containing queries related to flight searching), the MIT
corpus [31] (queries to find movie information, or booking a restaurant), or the SNIPS dataset
[26] (to develop digital assistants, involving tasks as asking for weather, or playing songs). To
our knowledge, no public dataset has been published to support the development of dialog
systems with explanatory purpose in RS. However, we investigated existing data sets that could
contribute to classifying values along the different dimensions of the intent model.

Dimension comparison: Work by Jindal and Liu [32] addressed the identification of com-
parative sentences as a classification problem. The authors released a dataset with comparative
and non-comparative sentences extracted from user reviews on electronic products, from forums
involving comparison between brands or products, and from news articles on random topics.
On the other hand, Panchenko et al. [33] released a dataset for comparative argument mining,
involving 3 classes (better, worse or none), in domains like computer science, food or electronics.
This dataset allows automatic detection of comparative sentences where entities to compare
are explicitly mentioned (e.g. “Python is better suited for data analysis than MATLAB”), while
superlative sentences like “which is the best option?” are not considered as comparative. The
above was problematic for our purposes, since most comparative questions in the WoOz [8] set
are precisely superlative. Consequently, we opted to use Jindal and Liu (see section 3.1).

Dimension assessment: Bjerva et al. [34] released SubjQA, a dataset for several domains
(including hotels), which can be used to detect subjectivity of questions, in QA tasks. This
dataset includes annotations of subjective and non-subjective classes, which can be leveraged
to classify evaluation and factoid questions, according to the intent model by [8]). This dataset
does not involve questions of the type why-recommended.

Dimension detail: While most aspect-based approaches involve the detection of an aspect
or specific feature addressed in a sentence (e.g., room, facilities), as in [35, 2], detecting the
absence of aspect is not usually addressed. Consequently, to our knowledge, no dataset involves
annotation of sentences that addressed the quality of an overall item (e.g., "how good is Hotel
x?"), in contrast to aspect-based sentences. Therefore, we used sentences collected in the WoOz
study and the classification “detail”, as described in Section 3.1.

Dimension scope: To our knowledge, there is no dataset for the detection of the scope
dimension. However, the values under this dimension can be inferred from entity detection
(particularly hotels), for which NER can be used.



3. Corpus collection

Aiming to validate the intent model proposed by [8], we implemented and tested a conversational
RS, consisting of a natural language understanding (NLU) module, which interprets questions
with explanatory purpose written by users, and a module to generate answers consistent with
the review-based recommendation method on which the RS is based. The development of our
system and the corresponding user study involved a process consisting of several iterations.
After every iteration, participants were asked to interact with the latest version of our system, so
results of each iteration were used to improve the system to be tested in the next iteration. This
was done in order to improve the performance of the classifiers, and to include new methods
of response generation, for example to respond to intents that were not initially implemented,
given their low frequency among all the questions asked by users. In addition to collecting
participants’ questions, we also captured their perception of the helpfulness of the answers
generated by the system. Details of the methods implemented and the user study below.

3.1. Intent detection: methods and datasets

We divided the intent detection task into a set of three classification tasks (one for each of
the dimensions: comparison, assessment and detail), and one NER task (for the detection of
"hotel" entities, which allowed us to infer the scope dimension). Thus, the final detected intent
corresponds to the combination of the values detected of each dimension. Thus, for example,
the intent of the sentence “how good is the service at Hotel X” should be detected as: non-
comparative (comparison) / evaluation (assessment) / aspect (detail) / single (scope).

BERT-based Text classifiers: We trained BERT classifiers [12], one for each dimension
(comparison, assessment and detail), using a 12-layer model (BertForSequenceClassification,
bert-base-uncased), batch size 32, and Adam optimizer (learning rate = 2e-5, epsilon = 1e-8).
Classifiers for comparison and assessment converged after 4 epochs, while for detail 5 epochs
were needed. Datasets were split randomly into training (80%) and test (20%) during the training
phase. In order to avoid overfitting, the most represented class was downsampled (randomly)
to approximate the size of the less represented class, which was slightly upsampled (randomly)
to fit round numbers like 1000 and 500. In the case of the detail dimension, due to the small size
of the auxiliary dataset, both classes were increased to 100 instances each (described below).
Datasets (original and balanced) sizes are reported in table 1.

Dimension comparison: To train the classifier, we used the dataset by Jindal and Liu
[32], which involves 5 classes (non-equal gradable, equative, superlative, non-gradable and
non-comparative), all except the last one correspond to a detailed level of granularity for the
sentences considered as comparative, which we believe is not necessary for our purposes. Thus,
we grouped the sentences of the comparative classes (non-equal gradable, equative, superlative,
and non-gradable), under a single comparative class.

Dimension assessment: We used the dataset by Bjerva et al. [34], specifically the one
corresponding to the domain of hotels. Dataset includes an annotation whether the sentence is
subjective or not, which we used to classify questions as evaluative and factoid, respectively. As
this dataset does not involve the class why-recommended, we included a handcrafted validation,
so subjective questions including the word “why” were regarded as such.



Table 1
Size and distribution of datasets used to train initial classifiers, implementation used during corpus
collection phase.

Dataset size
Comparison [32] Original Balanced
Comparative 853 1000
Non-Comparative 7200 1000
Subjectivity [34] Original Balanced
Subjective 2706 500
Non-subjective 488 500
Detail [8] Original Augmented, balanced
Aspect 58 100
Overall 22 100

Dimension detail: Here, we leveraged questions collected by [8] in their WoOz study. As
the size was extremely low, we used an augmentation technique, to generate synthetically
new sentences from those in the WoOz dataset, altering some words, such as hotel names
or aspects. Additionally, after initial iterations of the user study, we manually classified the
collected questions written by participants as aspect or overall, added new sentences from the
less represented class (i.e. the overall) to the dataset and retrained the detail classifier, so the
risk of overfitting due to imbalanced classes and augmentation techniques could be decreased
in the next iteration.

Dimension scope and entity ‘hotels’: First, we identify the entities (hotels) mentioned in
the sentence. For this NER task, we used procedures from the library NLTK [30] to identify the
entities (particularly the tokenizer and the part of the sentence (POS) tag methods). Then, we
inferred the scope value depending on the number of entities recognized: single for one entity,
tuple for more than two, and indefinite if no entity was found. An special case are the anaphoras
regarding the entity [36], e.g. the sentence “how is the service at this hotel?” might refer to a
previous hotel mentioned in the previous question or its answer. Usually, these situations are
handled by the dialog system, which is in charge of keeping track of context. As a solution,
when no entity was detected, but the sentence included a determiner such as ’this’, ’these’,
’those’, ’its’, ’their’, etc, and if an entity was recognized or included in the previous question or
its answer, the sentence was marked as single or tuple.

Entity ‘hotel feature’: We used the aspect-based detection methods implemented by [2],
which use BERT classifiers and the ArguAna dataset [35], to detect aspect and hotel features
addressed in user questions.

3.2. Explainable RS

We used the review-based RS developed by [2], which implements the matrix factorization
model proposed by [11], in combination with sentiment-based aspect detection methods, using
the state of art NLP model BERT [12], in order to provide aspect based arguments. We also use
the personalization mechanism described by [2], which uses the aspects reported as preferred
by participants in the study survey, to generate personalized recommendations.



Answer generation module: We implemented a module to generate replies based on the
intent detected, and based on the type of argumentative responses proposed by [2]. According
to this proposal, factoid questions could be replied with Y/N or a value (e.g. check in times)
based on metadata. As for evaluation or why-recommended questions, replies were based on
the aggregation of positive or negative opinions regarding an aspect (if question was aspect
based), or the most important aspects for the participant (in case question was overall). This
aggregation of opinions was calculated based on the hotels the question was about. If the
question was comparative, the system calculated which hotel was better among a tuple, or the
best in general (scope indefinite), based on the aggregation of the opinions. These are some
examples of the type of responses generated by the system: Q: "Why does Hotel Hannah have
the highest rating?", A: "Because of the positive comments reported regarding the aspects that
matter most to you: 86% about location, and 85% about price."; Q: "Which hotel is best, Hotel Lily,
Hotel Amelia or Hotel Hannah?”, A: “Hotel Lily has better comments on the aspects that are
most important to you (location, facilities, staff). However, Hotel Amelia has better comments
about room, price.”; Q: “Hotel Amelia is described as having a great room, what makes it great?,
A: “Comments about rooms are mostly positive (90%).”.

3.3. User study

Figure 1: Interface system used for corpus collection. Left, list of recommendations and box to write
questions (highlighted in red). Right, system shows answer and requests users to rate helpfulness

Participants: We recruited 298 participants (209 female, mean age 30.42 and range between
18 and 63) through the crowdsourcing platform Prolific. We restricted the task to workers in
the U.S and the U.K., with an approval rate greater than 98%. Participants were rewarded with
1.5 plus a bonus up to 0.30 depending on the quality of their response to the question “Why did
you choose this hotel?” set at the end of the survey, aiming to achieve a more motivated hotel
choice by participants, and encouraging effective interaction with the system. Time devoted to
the task (in minutes): M=7.31, SD= 4.97. Questions asked per participant: M=5.99, SD=2.58.

We applied a quality check to select participants with quality survey responses (we included
attention checks in the survey, e.g. “This is an attention check. Please click here the option
‘yes’”). Users were told in the instructions that at least 5 questions were required as a prerequisite



for payment, as well as correct answers for the attention checks (2). We discarded participants
with at least 1 failed attention check, or no effective interaction with the system, i.e. if users did
not ask questions to the system. Thus, the responses of 41 of the 339 initial participants were
discarded and not paid (final sample: 298 subjects).

Procedure: Users were asked to report a list of their 5 most important aspects when
looking for a hotel, sorted by importance. Then we presented participants with instructions:
1. They would be presented with a list of 10 hotels with the results of a hypothetical search
for hotels already performed using a RS (i.e., no filters were offered to search for hotels). 2.
They could consult general hotel information (photos, reviews, etc., by clicking on "Info Hotel"),
but indicated that we were more interested in knowing their questions about the reasons why
these hotels were recommended, stating that “The aim of the system is to provide explanations
based on your questions” (we aimed here to prevent the user from asking questions about other
processes, such as booking assistance). 3. They should write each question (in their own words)
at the bottom of the explanation box (highlighted in red in the example), and click enter to send
(see Fig. 1 left). 4. Next, the system would present the answer to their question, and a drop-down
list to evaluate how helpful you think the answer was (with values from "Strongly disagree" to
"Strongly Agree"). They had to choose a value from the list and click on the "Rate Reply" link,
continue with your next question, and repeat until they complete at least 5 questions (Fig. 1
right). 6. Once they finished, they had to indicate which hotel they would finally choose by
clicking the button "book hotel". 7. Back on the survey, they had to describe why they chose
that hotel, we stated that a bonus would be paid depending on the quality of this response.
A reminder of these instructions was included in the app, so it would be easier for users to
remember them. After instructions and before the task, we presented a cover story, to establish
a common starting point in terms of travel motivation (a holiday trip). The question used to rate
the usefulness of the system’s answers was: “Was this answer helpful?”, and reply was measured
with a 1-5 Likert-scale (1: Strongly disagree, 5: Strongly agree).

4. Corpus annotation

4.1. Intent type annotation

First, sentences where classified according to the classes: domain-related intents (regarding
hotels and their features), and system-related intents (regarding the algorithm, the system Input,
or system functionalities). [8] reported that domain questions clearly outnumbered system
questions, so the research team members annotated this class instead of crowdsourcing workers
(98.3% agreement), as the low number of system questions could lead to the category being
ignored in the crowdsourcing setup. Disagreements were resolved in joint meetings.

4.2. Dimension-based annotation

Only domain-related sentences were used for the dimension-based annotation. We collected
annotations for comparison, assessment and detail as independent tasks. The dimension scope
was not annotated under the proposed procedure (is not a classification task but a NER task).



Annotators and crowdsourcing setup: Every sentence was annotated by 3 annotators:
one belonging to the research team, and the other two crowdsourced on the Prolific platform.
We divided the set of questions into 19 blocks of 100 sentences each, and every block had to be
annotated for each dimension separately, to mitigate the fatigue associated with a longer list of
questions, which could affect the participant’s performance. Each block included 4 attention
checks (e.g. “This is an attention check. Please click here the option ‘comparative’”). Participants
were warned that failing this check or not completing the list of 100 questions would lead to
rejection and non-payment of the task. We also included questions from the examples provided
in the guidelines within the blocks, for a subsequent attention check (failing this check led to
rejection of the block for the agreement and final gold standard).

The research team annotator annotated all blocks for the three dimensions, while different
crowdsourcing workers could annotate different blocks for different dimensions. Same annotator
did not annotate the same block for the same dimension more than once. This way we ensured
that each sentence was annotated by 3 different people, for each dimension.

Procedure: Once participants took the task in Prolific, they had to read the instructions of
the task (annotation guidelines), and then open the annotation application (where annotation
guidelines remained visible). Once the end (100 questions) was reached, the user was prompted
to return to the main survey, and to report observations or difficulties.

Annotation application: We developed a simple annotation application, in which anno-
tators could select the class to which a question belongs, according to each dimension. The
user interface consisted of a single page, showing: at the top, a reminder of the guidelines
for annotation; at the bottom, the consecutive number of the question (so that the user could
note its progress, e.g. 2 out of 100), the question, a checkbox to indicate the class to which the
sentence belonged, and a "Next question" button.

Participants, and selection of valid submissions: 92 participants performed the anno-
tation task using the platform Prolific. We restricted the task to workers in the U.S and the U.K.,
approval rate greater than 98%. Participants who annotated comparison blocks were rewarded
with 1.25, assessment blocks with 1.50, and detail blocks with 1.25. Differences in payment were
due to the different devoted times in minutes for each dimension (comparison: M=9.85, SD=3.53,
assessment: M=13.24, SD=5.86, detail: M=9.40, SD=2.69). Participants who failed the attention
checks, or those who did not complete the task, were rejected and not paid (19 participants in
total). None of the questions submitted by these participants were used in the final calculation
of the gold standard, nor for the agreement score. As part of a subsequent quality check, we
discarded participants and their submitted answers, if they failed to correctly classify questions
that also appeared as examples in the instructions, although their submissions were paid (16
participants). No further criteria were used to discard blocks of user responses, as we were not
to establish correct or incorrect answers, but to establish whether the elaborated guides were
understood in a similar way by different users, and whether the classes established by the intent
model fit the questions in the corpus. A final set of annotations by 57 Prolific workers was used
for the calculation of Inter-rater reliability, and the deduction of gold standard.

Classifiers trained on ConvEx-DS: Bert model, batch size, Adam optimizer parameters,
and splitting as reported in section 3.1. To avoid overfitting, the most represented class was
downsampled (randomly), to approximate the size of the less represented class. Classifiers of
comparison and assessment dimensions converged after 4 epochs, of dimension detail after 5.



5. Results

5.1. Helpfulness of system answers

Taking into account iterations 4 to 6 (most refined versions of the system) the system was able
to generate an answer in 80.58% of the cases, and to partially recognize the intent or entities in
7.34% of the cases (thus asking the user to rephrase or indicate further information). Among
the main reasons why the questions were not replied we found: complexity of the question or
not information available to reply (31%), text that could be improved when replying factoid
questions (23%), wrong intent classification (11%), and system errors (11%).

Figure 2 (middle) shows the perception of answers’ helpfulness, according to ratings granted
by study participants, across all iterations (M=3.58, SD=1.34). When taking into account only
the last two iterations (which account for 63.85% of sentences collected, and involve the most
refined versions of the system), we observed a greater perceived helpfulness (to M=3.70, SD=1.30).
We considered as "non-helpful" responses those that were marked with the values "Strongly
Disagree" and "Disagree" when participants were asked "Was the answer helpful?". We analyzed
the responses given to those questions by the system and found that in 34% of cases, replies
provided actually make sense, i.e. seemed a reasonable answer to the asked question. Among the
reasons that caused the responses to be rated as non-helpful, we found: 30% due to misclassified
intents or entities, 14% to system errors, 9% text that could be improved when replying factoid
questions, 5% due to complexity of the question or not information to reply it, and 5% to specific
aspects not addressed by the solution.

Figure 2: Left: Distribution of replied questions, across iterations. Middle: Histogram of helpfulness
rating granted by users to answers generated by the system (all iterations). Right: Types of comments
by participants during corpus collection, in regard to system answers.

Figure 3: Distribution of questions in ConvEx-DS (domain-related intents).



Table 2
Inter-rater reliability of ConvEx-DS. Fleiss’ kappa refers to each dimension, and the % of full agreement
to each class, i.e. percentage of questions in which all annotators agreed on assigning that class).

Dimension Fleiss’ kappa Class % of full agreement
Comparison 0.72 Comparative 77.28%

Non-comparative 86.86%
Assessment 0.65 Factoid 73.99%

Evaluation 58.56%
Why-recommended 66.42%

Detail 0.75 Aspect 95.73%
Overall 66.82%

5.2. Annotation statistics

A total of 1836 questions were collected during the corpus collection step. 30 of those questions
were discarded (nonsense statements, or highly ungrammatical), for a final set of 1806 of
annotated questions. Of these, only 24 were annotated as system-related questions. Length
of questions: characters M=39.2, SD=15.67, words M=7.35, SD=2.86. We found a Fleiss’ kappa
of 0.72 for comparison, of 0.65 for assessment and of 0.75 for detail, indicating a “substantial
agreement” [37], for all three dimensions. As for classes with lower percentages of questions
with full agreement, we identified the following main causes: Dimension assessment: -
Why-recommended questions rated as subjective, given that adjectives like ‘good’ or ‘great’
are included in sentences, e.g. “why is hotel hannah location great?”. - Questions that should
be replied with a fact, but include adjectives that indicate subjectivity, e.g. “does hotel emily
have any bad reviews?”, “are there good transport links?”, “which hotel best fits my needs?”. -
Questions with adjectives as ‘cheap’, ‘expensive’, ‘close’, ‘near’, ‘far’, which can be answered
with either subjective or factoid responses, e.g. “Which is the cheapest hotel?”, “is there an
airport near any of these hotels?”. - Questions of the type "what is ... like", e.g. “What is the room
quality like at Hotel Emily?” (this type of questions were actually not addressed in instructions).

Dimension detail: - Concepts that were regarded as hotel aspects, e.g. value (Which is best
value for money), ratings (What is the highest rating for Hotel Levi), reviews (Which hotel has
the most reviews?), stars (Which hotels are 5 stars?).

Finally, we have detected some questions that could hardly fit in the planned classes, e.g.
“How do you define expensive? Do you compare against facilities and what is included in the
price?”, “The Evelyn has 17 reviews and a positive feedback but scores lower than others with
less reviews. Why is this?”. However, we found this number to be rather low (16 questions).

5.3. Intent detection performance

Dimensions comparison, assessment and detail: To verify the performance of classifiers,
we have calculated F1, a measure of classification accuracy. We tested accuracy in 3 different
steps: 1) performance of models trained on auxiliary datasets [32, 34, 8], used for the system
used in corpus collection. 2) We tested these models using our newly obtained annotated data,
ConvEx-DS. 3) We trained and tested new classifiers, based entirely on ConvEx-DS. We report F1
scores for each dimension (comparison, assessment and detail). We reported weighted average,



Table 3
F1-scores (weighted average) of classifiers of different dimensions, trained and tested on both auxiliary
datasets and ConvEx-DS.

Dimension Dataset F1
Comparison Jindal and Liu [32] [Training, Testing] 0.87

Jindal and Liu [32] [Training], ConvEx-DS [Testing] 0.88
ConvEx-DS [Training, Testing] 0.92

Assessment Bjerva et al. [34] [Training, Testing] 0.93
Bjerva et al. [34] [Training], ConvEx-DS (without why-recomm) [Testing] 0.60
ConvEx-DS [Training, Testing] 0.91

Detail WoOz augmented [Training, Testing] 0.98
WoOz augmented [Training], ConvEx-DS [Testing] 0.90
ConvEx-DS [Training, Testing] 0.92

to take into account the contribution of each class, which in (2) is particularly unbalanced (no
downsampling of the test set was done, since balanced data was pertinent only for training).

We detected that the classifier trained on Bjerva et al. [34], performed particularly poorly
when tested with our annotated data (ConvEx-DS). Here, we detected that 32% of questions
under “evaluation” class in ConvEx-DS but classified as “non-subjective” correspond to questions
regarding indefinite or more than two hotels (e.g. “which hotel has the best facilities?”), 18%
corresponded to adjectives like “close”, “far”, “expensive”, and 14% to questions of the form
“what is the food like?”. As of factoid questions in ConvEx-DS classified as subjective, we found
33% of questions involving indefinite or more than two hotels, and 32% regarded questions of
the form “does the hotel have...”. In section 6 we discussed these findings in depth.

Dimension scope: Entities (hotels) addressed in sentences were detected using the NLTK
library. In order to check the accuracy of the method, 2 members of the research team have
checked the inferred entity for the collected corpus, and found that in 5.38% of cases, the
inferences were wrong. Most of these cases corresponded to cities, or facilities recognized as
entities, a drawback detected in early stages of corpus collection, thus additional validations
were added to the procedure, so that these cases would not occur in future iterations.

6. Discussion

To date, creating dialog systems able to answer all possible users’ questions remains unrealistic
[38]. Nevertheless, we found that in the later iterations of our user study, our implemented
system was able to answer a wide number of questions, or to ask users to rephrase or better
specify their explanation need. However, since the ability to answer the questions is not a
sufficient condition for concluding that a model of intent is valid, we set out to validate how
helpful the answers were perceived by users, as an indirect measure of model validity, assuming
that a correct intent detection would lead - to a certain extent - to the responses being perceived
as helpful. In this respect, we found that system answers were perceived as predominantly
helpful, thus answering RQ1 positively. On the other hand, ratings of non-helpfulness did not
necessarily imply that the queries did not match the detected intent. In fact, we found that
almost one-third of responses rated as non-helpful fitted the question (i.e. made sense). After a



review of participants’ feedback on the system answers, we found that, although many users
found them helpful or "ok," the main criticism was that some of the answers lacked sufficient
detail. For instance, it was not enough to simply answer yes / no to factoid questions, but further
details about the inquired feature were expected. As for the evaluation or why-recommended,
participants reported that the percentages of positive and negative opinions were fine, but some
also demanded examples of such opinions. The above is consistent with findings reported by [2],
who found that perception of explanation sufficiency was greater when options were offered
to obtain excerpts from customer reviews, and that the need for more detailed explanations
may depend on individual characteristics, for instance, decision-making style: users with a
predominant rational decision making style have a tendency to thoroughly explore information
when making decisions [39].

In consequence, although the intent model seems appropriate to generate an initial or first
level response, a dialog system implementation must go beyond this initial response, offering
options to drill down into the details. Similarly, criticized aspects, such as repetitive or too generic
answers, could also be mitigated with such a solution, since providing excerpts of customer
reviews as answers would allow a balance between system-generated and customer-generated
statements. An alternative in this respect is to provide natural language explanations based on
customer reviews, using abstractive summarization techniques as in [40]. However, as reported
[41], users seem to prefer explanations that include numerical anchors (e.g. percentages) in
comparison to only based text summaries, since percentages may convey more compelling
information, while summaries may be perceived as too imprecise.

In line with [8], we also found that questions related with system-related intents were clearly
outnumbered by domain-related intents, showing that in the explanatory context of hotels RS,
users usually do not formulate questions explicitly addressing the system or its algorithm. We
believe that users are highly less interested in such details, due to the nature of the domain
addressed. Hotels are experience goods (those which cannot be fully known until purchase
[42]), for which an evaluation process is characterized by a greater reliance on word-of-mouth
[42, 43], which may lead users to grant much more attention to item features and customers’
opinions about it, rather than on the details of the algorithm or how their own profile is inferred.

In regard to the annotation task, we found a substantial agreement in all the annotated
dimensions, as well as a very encouraging accuracy measure, when classifiers were trained
on the ConvEx-DS, which leads us to conclude, that under the intent model and annotation
guidelines based on [8], the questions could be, to a substantial extent, unequivocally classified,
thus replying to our RQ2. We note, however, the challenge of addressing the dimension
assessment. In this regard, we found that the main difficulty was to classify correctly questions
that could be regarded as evaluation, given their subjective nature (including expressions
like “how close/far”), but for which a factual-based response could be given (e.g. “100 meters
from downtown”), a similar concern raised by [34]: “a subjective question may or may not be
associated with a subjective answer”. Additionally, questions like "why is hotel X good?" were
often classified as evaluation, given their subjective nature (adjective "good" as an indicator of
subjectivity), so they were regarded as similar to their evaluation counterpart ("how good is
hotel X?"). However, we believe that the distinction "why good" should be kept separate from
"how good", since in the former, the user challenges arguments already provided by the system
(a recommendation, or its explanations), while in the later this is not necessarily the case.



As for RQ3, we found that intent classifiers perform better when trained on ConvEx-DS,
compared to classifiers trained on the auxiliary datasets, but tested on ConvEx-DS. Here, the
most striking case concerns the dataset for the detection of subjective questions (SubjQA) by
Bjerva et al. [34]. The above in no way suggests anything problematic in the SubjQA itself, only
that in comparison to ConvEx-DS (dimension "evaluation"), the two datasets measure rather
different concepts. SubjQA addresses the subjectivity of the question asked, not whether the
question involves an evaluation that might be subjective, as in ConvEx-DS. Thus, for example,
"how is the food?" is classified as non-subjective under SubjQA, since it does not contain
expressions indicating subjectivity. Thus, non-subjective under SubjQA does not necessarily
imply factoid. In addition, classifiers trained in SubjQA do not work well with questions that
involve some sort of comparison between multiple items, since the SubjQA only involves
questions addressing single items, for which an answer could be found in a single review.

Limitations: Despite our motivating results, it is important to note the limitations imposed
by the discussed approach. Addressing intent detection as a text classification problem, by means
of an intent classification model, allows to provide answers that approximate the information
need expressed by the user. However, the approach is insufficient when dealing with questions
that are too specific, particularly in regard to factoid questions. Consequently, the development
of a DS with explanatory purposes in RS should not only rely on the underlying RS algorithm,
customer reviews or hotels metadata (as in our developed system), but should also integrate
further sources of information, e.g. external location services, in order to provide very specific
details, like surroundings, distances to places of interest or transport means, in case these are
not found in customer reviews or metadata.

Also, our study setup for corpus collection was based on a question/answer sequence (with
helpfulness rating in between), thus not necessarily resembling a fluid chatbot-style dialog, in
which users might write utterances, such as greetings or thanks, expressions that could not be
classified under the intent model. Therefore, we suggest the use of alternative mechanisms for
the detection and treatment of such expressions.

7. Conclusions and future work

Based on our results, we conclude that the dimension-based intention model proposed by [8] is
a valid approach to represent user queries in the context of explanatory RS. We also believe
that ConvEx-DS can significantly contribute to the development of dialog systems that support
conversational explanations in RS.

As future work, we plan to explore the users’ perception of a RS, where further details and
excerpts from customers reviews are provided during the explanatory conversation, aiming to
increase the perceived helpfulness by users of the responses that our system is able to generate.
Additionally, although questions in ConvEx-DS involve only one domain, we believe it can also
be leveraged for the development of explanatory approaches in RS for other domains, especially
those involving review-based recommendations. In this sense, we plan to explore recent NLP
developments, particularly on transfer learning techniques, to obtain linguistic representations
that can serve as a basis for similar domains, particularly those where customer reviews are
also exploited, such as restaurants, movies and shopping.
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